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I. Introduction 

Image Processing has tremendous growth in today’s current technologies and it is rapidly gaining attention 

among researchers, learners and experts in the field of data mining, information retrieval, multimedia databases 

and medical field because of its potential in discovering useful image information that may push the various 

research fields to new frontiers (Wynne Hsu, Mong Li Lee , Ji Zhang, 2002). Therefore, the proposed Image 

Processing Teaching Tool (IPTT) will be very useful for the image-mining learners, re-searchers and experts to 

learn Image Mining. The IPTT helps to become expert in Image Mining. 

In addition, the CL tool with machine intelligence can bring a novel dimension to the flexibility and adaptability 

to the mining learner. It becomes potential to develop a personalized model for the learners, helping to understand 

the connection between hypotheses and put into practice, to overcome the fence between knowing and using, and 

to relieve the learner of unwieldy and routine tasks (Ramadass Sudhir, 2011). 

The learning environment is a virtual one, in which contributor may be positioned in the same place or physically 

faraway and spaced out, converse over the network. The teaching tool will achieve in future by interaction 

between both the learners and the experts or inside the group of Image Processing learners. The IPTT meets 

Knowledge Management and Collaborative Learning for IP learning. This paper categorized into six sections. 

Section II is a study of the importance and significance of IP learning and teaching. Section III studies the 

Collaborative learning in IPTT. Section IV briefly specifies about KM and Image Mining. Section V describes 

architecture of the proposed tool. The final section summarizes the advantages of the tool. 

 

II. Importance of Image Processing Learning and Teaching 

Every day the humankind will move forward into a stage of extremely competitive environment in all aspects of 

our life. The people need to be well educated to cope up with the gigantic change. Illiterate people have a huge 

tendency of facing a feeling of daze when they come to realize that they are not being able to keep up with the 

fast pace of the world around them. Education has proved to be highly relevant not only from the career point of 

view, but also in the simplest of things in life. People may not understand the importance and significance of 

Image Mining, but the human eye and brain have involved in the Image Mining. The brain does all of the 

complex image-mining, while the eye functions as the biological equivalent of a camera (Rafael C.Gonzalez, 

Richard E.Woods, 2008). Image, Image Processing and image processing is a fundamental function of human eye 

so the IPTT makes the people to understand their eye’s fundamental process. For the complete training of the 

human mind in the image mining, it is quintessential that the person has to go through a particular level of 

Abstract: Image Processing and Data mining courses are parts of the Computer Science curricula. While 

the main aim of such courses is to give students practical industry-relevant experience, the courses fall in 

short of learning such as how to carry out image mining, where Image Processing is applied and what are 

its usage. Therefore, it is necessary to design and develop better infrastructure support for teaching or 

handling such courses. This would benefit instructors and students world over. This research aims at 

identifying the advantage of the collaborative learning, emerging technologies and tool infrastructure for 

the benefit of instructors and students in Image Processing courses. Possible features for such a system 

include, but not limited to, facilities to easily share best practices and mistakes among instructors, to 

disseminate information to and gather information from students, to simulate elements of Image Processing 

project in a real time hospitals to provide a platform for stakeholders to take part in the teaching process. 

Thus, the Image Processing Teaching Tool (IPTT) embodies a teaching and learning environment that 

blends collaboration, simulation, knowledge sharing, and industrial applications. 

Keywords: Image Processing (IP), Image Processing Teaching Tool (IPTT), Knowledge Management 

(KM), Collaborative Learning Environment (CLE) and Collaborative learning (CL). 
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education. Teaching can be done by many ways such as e-learning, collaborative learning, video learning, audio 

learning and classroom learning. However, IPTT is processing by the collaborative learning and knowledge 

management for IP teaching. 

III. Collaborative Learning and IPTT 

Collaborative learning is an easiest way to learn one among the all types of learning. The figure 1, shows the 

methods and possibilities of collaborative learning by the Brain4ce collaborative learning methodology. The 

Collaborative Learning methodology creates an environment that fosters such natural process of learning. 

Collaborative learning is not a solitary mechanism. A lot of re-search has been going in the area of collaborative 

effective environments equivalent to the distribution of events, research has done on specific services and 

functionality. (Christos Bouras, DimitriosPsaltoulis, Christos Psaroudis and Thrasyvoulos Tsiatsos, 2002).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Brain4ce Collaborative Learning Methodology 

The IPTT is good outcome of good Collaborative learning environment (CLE). CLE seem to have the power to 

support and enrich important aspects of education, as well as gain flexibility in IP learning. [Maurice Liebregt, 

2005]. IPTT Collaborative learning is an educational come up to teach and learn that engross groups of beginners, 

experts, learners, tutors working together to learn, to educate, to study, solve a problem, complete a task, create a 

goal or to achieve through the Image Processing environment. While comparing Collaborative Learning with 

competitive and peculiar efforts, it gives plentiful reimbursement and typically results in higher achievement and 

greater efficiency, more caring, loyal, and dedicated relationships. IPTT g provides a great way for Image 

Processing collaborative learning. The IPTT include many users such as authors, learners, administrators and 

trainers. Today, more and more CLE training and education is taking place on the Internet or intranet. 

Accordingly, fixed teaching and learning skills need to change in order to gain the maximum benefit from IP 

learning. The collaborative learning can hearten experiential and joint learning. Finally, in order to enhance CLE 

in IPTT, a number of implications and recommendation are present for facilitators. 

 

IV. Knowledge Management and IPTT 

The IP could be a cornerstone of knowledge management and it provides a good environment for people in 

organizations, colleges, universities to learn: everywhere, dynamics, non-linear, informal. IPTT supports sharing 

knowledge among people and converting tacit to explicit knowledge since will consider IPTT is a IP knowledge 

management tool. The IP Knowledge management tools can support the development of open courses and open 

sources in collaborative learning. The tool helps to Knowledge Management technology to improve the capture, 

organization and delivery of both traditional training courses and large amounts of corporate knowledge. 

Knowledge Management is a discipline that focuses on knowledge processing and its corresponding management 

and many areas (Bhatt 2001, Bennet &Bennet,2003, Jussilaninen, 2001, Tiwana 2000, Wiig 2000): The Image 

Processing learning environment focuses on knowledge processing and its corresponding management which 

infuse each of the following stages: (a) Be aware of Image Processing. (b) Discover Image processing knowledge. 

(c) Capture and acquire knowledge about Image Processing from a variety of sources. (d) Select, filter and 

classify the existing knowledge about Image Mining. (e) Define storage structures for saving Image Processing 

knowledge. (f) Design ontology for Image Processing process. (g) Generate, adapt and/or create new knowledge 

concerning Image. (h) Gauge and/or appraise knowledge about Image (i) Visualization concerning all concept of 

Image Mining. (j) Distribute and/or transfer knowledge to other institutions or individuals. (k) Recommend, 

share, utilize/apply and sell the Mining knowledge and (l) Retain and maintain Image Processing knowledge as an 

asset.  

V. Proposed Architecture for the IPTT 

The figure 2, demonstrates the architecture of proposed tool. Five users take important role in IPTT they are 

students, administrator, training planner, IP Experts, and learning content developer. Students are those who wish 
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to learn about Image Processing through online. Administrator is responsible for whole knowledge database. 

Training Planner is in charge for the human resource strategies, live chat and video conferencing. Human 

resource may be learners, trainers, content developers, teachers and the experts. Training managers establish 

creative ideas and new plan for the learners and counsel them to learn the Image Processing course through this 

tool. Content developers manage the learning materials. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Architecture of the Proposed Tool 

The knowledge database has two databases: (a) Learning material database stores all learning materials, updates 

and learning materials information. (b) Learning management database stores all information and processes 

between the Students, Administrator, Training Planner, Training Manager, and Learning Content Developer. The 

figure 3, describes the functionality and planning of the IPTT collaborative learning. The tool contains more 

features and emerging technologies for the both learners and experts. The learners receive many benefits through 

this tool. International discussion and knowledge sharing among worldwide people through twitter, blogs, video 

conferencing, live chat and social networks are the greatest part of this tool. Printing, Downloading books, videos, 

portable document file (pdf), documentations are helped for knowledge sharing in the midst of the world.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Image Processing Trainers and Learners Activities 

IP teachers or experts and learners are fortunate to use the learning tool and it makes learners notify about the tool 

to the colleagues and friends through the tool. Figure 3, demonstrates humanity networked teaching and learning 

from the IP collaborative learning tool which is proceed and communicated all over the world. The user may be a 

learner or expert or a teacher but each activities are most beneficial for the users. 

 

VI. Advantages of the tool 

The IPTT is the use of technology to enable people to learn anytime and anywhere. The tool allows users to 

share and gather IP knowledge by the collaborative learning and knowledge management. Table 1 and 2 

describes the benefits of the IPTT for the teachers and learners. Table 3, explains the exterior look of the tool 

and how the tool appearance provides interactive learning. Table 4, gives explanation on society, psychological 

and academic level benefits of the IPTT. 
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Table I Benefits of the IPTT Teachers  
Benefits of the IPTT Teachers 

1.IPTT develops IP community and it motivates the teachers to do research in Image Processing areas such as medical, biomedical, 
robert vision, video processing, hybrid technology. 

2. IPTT can be accomplishing teaching at any time and place that is most convenient for the Image Processing teachers. This saves time 

and eliminates travel for the teachers.  
3. It allows teachers to teach for the learners in different ways they could not do previously.  

4. Many experts and teachers communicate better in this web based environment compare to traditional organization.  

5.Environmental barriers are abolished, opening up broader teaching options for teachers  
6.Teaching can happen precisely when teachers had time 

7. IPTT makes good environment for teachers and expert interaction and collaboration.  

8. The teachers and experts can learn many things from the IPTT by the IP expert community collaboration. 

 

Table III Benefits of the IPTT Learners 
Benefits of the IPTT Learners 

Convenience and Portability 

1. Courses are accessible on learners schedule 

2. The learning does not require physical attendance  
3. Learning is self-paced, it’s not too slow and not too fast 

4. IPTT is not fixed learning environment. Image Processing learners can study at home, work, or anywhere 

5. Learners can read materials online or download them for reading later 
6. Travel time and related costs, parking area, fuel, and transportation maintenance are reduced or eliminated. 

Cost and Selection 

1. Continuing Education Individual courses  
2. Free educational environment  

Flexibility 

1.This learning is student’s centered and it accommodates preferences and needs.  

2.Self-study course  

3.Image Processing learners can skip over material already know and focus on topics like to learn and willing to learn  
4. Studies have shown that learners who would not raise a hand in class will be feeling free to posting their doubts online.  

Greater Collaboration 

1.Technology tools make collaboration among learners and Image Processing experts much easier.  
2.Choose from a wide range of Image Processing topics or to meet learners needs about Image Processing 

Global Opportunities 

1. The global learning community is fingertips with collaborative learning through IPTT. It is used give online instructional designers 
the ability to join the environment in wide range. 

 

Table IIIII Appearance of IPTT 
Appearance of IPTT 

1. IPTT provides interactive e-learning for learners as well as teachers  

2. Appearance of learning tool is self-paced and gives Image Processing learners a chance to speed up the video or slow down the video 
as necessary.  

3. It has many menus, buttons, texts and pictures for selecting learning options and it has integrated graphic design for good look.  

4. The tool is self-directed, allowing learners to choose content and tools suitable to their differing wellbeing, requirements, and skill 
levels.  

5. Accommodates multiple learning styles using a variety of delivery methods geared for the IP learners  

6. The tool gives great look with video, audio & texts.  
7. Many downloadable formats are there.  

8. Chatting option provides a good way for convey information between the learners and teachers  

IPTT makes more interest to the teachers to teach and learners to learn by its good appearance. 

 

Table IVV IPTT Advantages in Society, Psychological and Academic Level 
IPTT in Society level IPTT in Psychological level IPTT in Academic level 

1. Helps to develop a social support system for 

Image Processing learners 
2. Leads to build diversity understanding 

among learners and teachers 

3. Establishes a positive atmosphere in Image 
Processing society  

4.IPTT develops learning communities. 

1.Learners centre increase users self 

esteem. 
2.It Reduces learners anxiety  

3.Develop positive towards experts & 

learners. 

1.Promotes critical thinking skills  

2. Involves students actively in the IP 
learning process 

3.Models appropriate learners problem 

solving techniques &  Large lectures can be 
personalized 

5. CL is especially helpful  in  motivating  

learners  in Image Processing curriculum 
6. Alternate learners and teacher assessment 

techniques. 

7. Collaborative teaching techniques utilize 
a variety of assessments 

 

VII. Conclusion 

The basic contribution of this research aims to better motivate Image Processing learners and to increase the 

efficiency of the Image Processing learning process, and the formation of a collaborative learning system in 

which human and artificial agents collaborating together to achieve the IP learning task. The development of the 

obtainable learning system is a collaborative effort to develop a novel intelligent virtual environment for IP 
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learning. The tool motivates the users to become expert in the Image mining. The IPTT is an effective response 

to the greater than before demand for image learning in today's open environments, both academic and research, 

and to the necessity of developing effective learning tools that can be smoothly integrated in the professional 

development process. Among the many online teaching tools, the research based on teaching environment tool 

is more special and new for the Image Processing learning with the collaborative learning and knowledge 

management perspective. 
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